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ABSTRACT

The cross section for atomic displacement was calculated
as a function of proton penetration into Type 316 stainless steel.
The cross section at a gigen penetration is reduced from that
used in previous work.   This is the result of new information on

proton range, modification of the cross-section calculations, and                           i
adoption of a higher displacement threshold energy. Swelling,

void size, and void density data previously published are plotted
· against recalculated displacement damage. In general, the data
are merely shifted to lower damage levels, and only one con-
clusion drawn in a previous publication appears to need modifica-

tion. A short discussion on the effect of voids bn proton energy
and displacement cross section as a function of proton penetra-
tion is also included.

' '
/
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent publication, the range of protons in Type 316 stainless steel,(1)

from both experimental and computational points of view, was discussed.   The
range of - 1 MeV protons was determined by the depth at which voids are
observed after irradiation at  500° C. Calculated range-energy data which best

V
agreed with the experimental results were then used to determine the depend-
ence of proton energy on penetration.  In this report, we proceed to a consid-

eration  of the atom displacement  cros s section  and its dependence on proton

energy, and hence on penetration. A procedure for calculation of the cross

section at a particular energy is outlined; this procedure is more rigorous than
one which was used previously. The new cross-section values are used to(2)

revise the displacements per atom (dpa) calculated in previous work on stain-

less steel. Since the dpa obtained here differ substantially from those used in           .1

earlier publications, (3-5) revised swelling and other void data are presented.            :

' The samples used in most of this work have been solution annealed for
1 hr at 980° C and aged for 8  hr  at  760° C. This provided a stable microstruc-

ture in which void formation could be studied as it occurred during proton irrad-

iation. Unfortunately, few samples with this microstructure have been

irradiated with neutrons. Therefore, although we are in a position to calculate,
with some assurance, the dpa generated during proton irradiation, we cannot

yet make an attempt to correlate neutron and proton data vis-a-vis displacement

damage.

1.

F
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11. DISPLACEMENT CALCULATIONS

The discussion in this section is based on reports by Keefer et al· (2)  and
(6)Doran et al. The latter report is the more complete, and the reader is

--

referred to it for a detailed description of displacement calculations for various
particles. Calculations for protons are sketched briefly in the paragraphs that           V
follow.     At a given proton energy, the displacement  cro ss sections  for  iron and
stainless steel have been found to be very similar. Therefore, our calcula-(6)

tions will be made for iron, as a reasonable substitute for stainless steel.

For  protons  in the energy range of interest  (-1  MeV), the Rutherford

scattering law holds;  and, for protons of energy E incident  on iron,

2M E dTdafT) =47ra2 (yZ )2Z  2   P R      .               ...(1)
p Fe 2M ETFe

da- (T)  is the differential cross section for transferring energy in the interval

T to T+dT. In Equation 1, aQ is the radius of the first Bohr orbit of the hydro-
gen atom, and Z.M  and Z M    are the charge numbers and masses of

P' P Fe' Fe
protons and iron atoms, respectively. The effective proton charge is YZ,
where y Sl but differs significantly from 1 only at low proton energies

(£0.2 MeV).  ER is the Rydberg energy,  13.6 eV.  With the appropriate numeri-
cal values, Equation 1 becomes, for the present case,

dcr(T) = 7.93 x 10-13   T
, ...(2)

where E is in eV. The cross section for production of all displacements is

given by

Ir
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eT
  Ill

0-d(E) -   da(T)· n(T) , ...(3)
.

E
d

... ':,

where Ed is the threshold energy for creation of displacements, and T   is the
In

maximum energy that a particle of energy E can transfer to a lattice atom.

The term n(T) in Equation 3 has been introduced to account for secondary
and higher-order displacements. At transfer energies below E no displace-d'

ments occur, and n(T) = 0.  In the interval EdsT<ZEd, the primary knock-on
atom is incapable of displacing a second atom,  and n(T) = 1.  In the interval
2E <T<T (6)

d= = rn'

BT darn  · ...(4)

n(T) = 2Ed

In Equation 4, 8 is a term introduced to account for anisotropic scattering.
(7)This  is a modification  of the old Kinchin-Peas e rnodel, in which hard sphere

(isotropic) scattering was assumed. Doran et al. have recommended that a(6)
--

value  of  3  =  0.8  be used. In Equation 4, T is the total elastic energy avail-dam
able for the creation of displacements.   That is, energy dissipated in electronic

excitation, which does not contribute to displacements, has been deleted.  From

Robinson' s(8) treatment of the Lindhard et al· C 9) theory,

Tdarn - T [1 + kg (f )] -1 , ... (5a)

where, for a pure metal of atomic weight A,
VI

AI-AEC-13135
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2 /3 1/2 ...(5b)k = 0.1337 Z /A

3 /4 1/6 ...(5 c)g(€)-<+0.4024€ + 3.401 f '

€ = T/0.08693 Z7/3 ...(5d)
V.,

Using Equations 4 and 5a in Equation 3,

r 2E r T2/d      i m.
-13 Y . / dI + -2- / dT   ·.ad(E) = 7.93 x 10      E / ...(6)2  2E 1 Tilt   k g( € ) ]

JE             2E
T     d j

d                  d

Equation 6 has been integrated numerically by Doran etal· ; and  o  for iron as
a function of proton energy,  E, has been presented in tabular form in Reference

6.

As can be seen by integration of Equation 6, ad for proton irradiation is
quite sensitive to the choice of Ed' and it is important that the best possible
value be assigned to Ed. Doran et al· useda value of 40 eV; this assignment
was bas.ed on both theoretical and experimental results. Since 25 eV was used

(2)
for Ed in our earlier work, this accounts for most of a rather large differ-
ence in cross-section results obtained by Keefer and Doran. Since the report
by Doranetal· is intended to serve as a basis from which experimenters in
the field of void formation can compare their results, for the sake of consistency,

40 eV will be used for Ed in iron.  It is believed, however, that this value may
be revised, probably downward,  in the face of future experimental and theo-
retical results.    In fact,   Jung  el il· have recently conducted experiments(10)

which bear on this problem. They report results on the anisotropy, with
r espect  to dir ection  of atom ejection  in the metal lattice,    of the threshold                                             ·°

energy in copper and platinum. For copper, their mean threshold energy over
.

AI-AEC-13135
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all atom ejection directions is between 25 and 30 eV. The threshold energy
for  iron or stainles s steel is probably not significantly different from that for

-
copper,  so the results of Jung et al. cast. some doubt on the assignment of

--

40 eV to Ed
1-J In Reference 1,  it was pointed out that the depth to which voids were

observed exceeded by more than 10-4 cnn the proton range calculated by

Janni at incident energies between 0.75 and 1.05 MeV. After considering,
.(11)

and abandoning, several mechanisms whereby the proton range might be

extended by such a large amount,  it was concluded that the proton range in iron
is best represented by the calculations of Williamson et al· The dependence

(12)

of proton energy on depth of penetration into iron (as a substitute for stainless

steel) was then discussed.    The new information on proton range lowers the
proton energy, and therefore oil, at a particular depth. Further, as outlined

previously, our displacement cross-section calculations have been revised, and ..  S

inclusion of a higher displacement threshold energy decreases the cross section

at a given depth. The dependence of proton energy, E, and displacement cross

section,  a-d' on depth of penetration is shown in Figure 1. The solid curves
.. .1

for energy and cross section are taken from information given in Reference 6
' '·'I.

and Equation 6, respectively. These curves have been drawn for the case of a
./

proton with incident energy of 1.025 MeV.

In Reference 1, the extension of proton range by the presence of voids was
(13)considered; this was based on the work of Schwartz and Ardell. Recently,

a more detailed account of the effect of voids, by Odette et 11· , was received.(14)

This work prompted us to include, as an aside, a di.scus sion of the effect of

voids on proton energy, range, and displacement cross section in this report.
Note that the solid curves in Figure 1 are plotted against "mass depth" (i. e.,
that depth through which protons pass in the absence of voids). The dependence

•            *To determine thT energy and cross section at some ,depth for a proton at lower
incident energy E , the ordinate can be shifted to the right until it intersects
the energy curve at E'. The abscissa is then shifted a like amount.

/4
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of proton energy and displacement cross section for a sample containing voids

is shown by dashed curves. These curves were obtained by combining, accord-

ing to the theory of Odette  et al , swelling data obtained from a "cross-(14)

section" TEM foil with the calculated values of E and od (solid curves).   The
foil from which  the  data were taken had a maximum swelling value  of - 10%.

14 Note  that,    exc ept  near  the   end  of the proton range, the presence of voids  has
little effect on either E or ed. Of course, the greater the swelling, the greater

will be the effect on energy and displacement cross section.

In most of our work, TEM foils are extracted from samples so that their

planes lie normal to the proton beam. From Figure 1, it is obvious that the

position of these foils is important, with respect to determining the number of

defects created.  In our extraction technique, the sample is back-thinned until

the desired position is reached, typically 5 x 10 to 6 x 10 crn frorn the front
-4         -4

surface. This position is monitored by measuring the thickness of the front

portion of the sample. Since B-ray attenuation is used in these measurements,
it is important to point out that we are measuring "mass depth, " and that the
solid curves in Figure 1 are appropriate for our use. In other thickness-

measuring techniques not utilizing radiation attenuation, the presence of voids
must be accounted for by the procedure used in getting the dashed curves in

Figure 1.

LI
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1 1 1.   VOI D  DATA

Using the displacement cross-section curve in Figure 1 (solid line), the
.

dpa for each TEM foil extracted from the solution-annealed and aged samples
of Type 316 stainless steel have been recalculated.  With one possible excep-

,J
tion, to be discussed, the new dpa values do not materially affect conclusions

(3-5)drawn in previous publications. In general, void data are simply shifted
to the lower damage level, and remain approximately parallel to those pub-
lished earlier. As examples, in Figures 2 through 6, are shown the dependence

*of swelling, average void diameter, and void density on displacement damage.
Lines through all data are drawn according to least squares fits. The swelling

dependences at 400,  500,  and 600° C are given by the following equations:

AV 0 99
·V  (%) = 0.41 (dpa) 400°C ...(7a)

0

  (%) = 0.57 (dpa)
1.4 500°C ...  ( 7b)

av - 26
V-  (R)  =  0.10 (dpa) 600°C ...(7c)

0

The only conclusion which may need to be altered from that drawn in
previous work concerns the swelling which is obtained in the course of alter-

nating helium injection at room temperature and proton irradiation at 500°C.
In Reference 4,  it was concluded (from two data points)  that such a procedure
apparently yielded a different dependence of swelling on displacement damage
than is observed following a single helium injection and proton irradiation.

*Swelling is here defined as ZW/Vo, where AV is the increase in volume of a
j           sample of original volume Vo.  In the past, we have presented our data in terms

of void volume fraction, ZW/V. There is little difference in the two quantities,
except at values above roughly 10%.

/4
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The new dpa calculations have resulted in a shift in the data points for the
alternate injection-irradiation experiment,   such that they  now  lie much  clos er
to the data for the single injection and irradiation procedure.  The data for
the alternate experiment are shown as half-filled circles in Figure 3. Other                     '
conclusions drawn in Reference 4 concerning void size, density, and nucleation
r erna in   the    sam e. '

,

.

..
.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

1) At a given sample depth and proton fluence, the calculated dpa have been
• revised downward by: (a) observation that the proton range exceeds

that originally supposed, (b) revised calculations of the displacement
C; cross section, and (c) use of 40 eV in place of 25 eV as the displace-

ment thre shold energy.

2) In general, data for swelling, void diameter, and void density are

simply shifted to lower damage levels, and remain approximately
parallel to the data which have been published earlier.

3) The dependence of swelling on dpa for a sample alternately helium

injected and proton irradiated now is in better agreement with results

obtained from samples given a single injection and irradiation.

1

t.
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